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Customers who drive a connected car could 
earn their final SmartRide® discount instantly
If a new customer drives a connected car with the technology to collect driving data, they could be eligible to 
receive their final SmartRide® discount immediately. They won’t need to download an app, plug in a device or 
participate for a full term to earn their 10% to 40% discount.

When you start a quote on a comp rater* or Nationwide Express®,
Nationwide will determine which vehicles qualify based on these four criteria:

The customer owns an eligible vehicle — a 
GMC (2015+), Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet 

(2016+), Acura, Genesis, Honda or Hyundai 
(2018+) — and has opted to share driving data. 

90 days of driving data  
is available for the vehicle.

90 days of driving data for the eligible vehicle 
qualifies for a discount1 based on SmartRide 
metrics: mileage, hard braking/accelerating, 

nighttime driving and idle time. 

If the earned discount is 10% or higher, 
it will be applied at the policy bind.

If the new customer agrees that Nationwide® can use their data, the full SmartRide discount is applied to the 
quote. No additional driving data will be collected. No other action is required to retain the discount.

Help new customers with connected car data earn the full 
SmartRide discount on new business.
1 To add this discount on PolicyCenter, reference the job aid.

The SmartRide connected-car discount applies to new customers only. 

Availability varies; program criteria differ in California and North Carolina. Stated discounts are approximations. Discounts do not apply to all coverage elements; actual savings vary by state, coverage selections, rating factors and policy changes. The enrollment discount applies during data collection; the final 
discount is calculated based on driving behavior and could be zero. The final discount applies at the next policy renewal and is subject to change based upon actuarial support at subsequent renewals or with changes in drivers or vehicles on the policy.
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UP TO

40%
discount

https://app.fugent.com/t/key/Duou6cxHGV4vQ5gOraDf9yjJ

